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Delivering the Next Generation 
of OT Security 
OTORIO delivers next generation, OT security, and digital risk management solutions allowing 
our customers to achieve reliable, safe, and efficient industrial digitalization.

Founded by OT cyber experts with years of experience defending complex industrial networks 
and critical infrastructures, OTORIO tailors its solutions to the specific needs of diverse 
operational and cybersecurity teams.

From Reactive to Proactive OT Security

Digital transformation means that industrial networks are becoming more connected and 
productive, but also more exposed. Existing cybersecurity solutions are reactive by nature 
and rely primarily on post-breach intrusion and anomaly detection. OTORIO takes a different 
approach.

We believe that the best way to deal with risks is to avoid them completely. That is why 
we empower our customers to be proactive. OTORIO’s powerful combination of advanced 
automated technology and rich professional services allow our customers to detect and deal 
with exposures before they become breaches.
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Next Generation Industrial SOAR/BAS
 
RAM2 is OTORIO’s next-generation, OT  security platform. RAM2 combines OT Security 
Orchestration, Automation and Response (SOAR) with OT Breach and Attack 
Simulation (BAS). This powerful combination changes the existing paradigm in OT 
Security from reactive to proactive and provides a holistic analysis of the entire OT 
environment to deliver  meaningful, contextual insights.
 
RAM2 provides quick asset inventory life-cycle management, customized to the 
specific industry environment, automated analysis of the cyber risks, simple 
remediation guidelines and playbooks, as well as a tailored workbench UX/UI for 
different stakeholders. 
 
RAM2 includes two additional variants for secure remote access (remOT™) and supply 
chain cyber-risk management (spOT™). OTORIO also offers a SaaS version of RAM2 to 
address the expanding need to control production floors remotely.

Products IDENTIFY PROTECT DETECT RESPOND RECOVER

   - Comprehensive Orchestration & Automation

spOT - Supply Chain Cyber Risk Management

remOT - Secure Remote Access

Service

MDR - Managed Detection and Respones

RA - Industrial Cyber Risk Assessment

PT - Penetration Testing

IR - Insident Response

TI - ICS Cyber Threat Intelligence

Professional Industrial Cybersecurity Services
 
OTORIO offers a broad portfolio of cyber-expert services dedicated for the sensitive 
OT networks, including converged environment Cyber Risk Assessment, Threat 
Intelligence, Incident Response, Penetration Testing, and Training.
 
Our professional cyber experts work closely with our customers’ cyber and 
operational teams to tailor solutions that address their specific industrial digital 
security needs, regardless of their digital maturity level.


